[Effects of electroacupuncture on beta-endorphin contents in rats].
Effects of electroacupuncture (EA) on pain threshold and beta-endorphin (beta-End) contents in plasma, pituitary (Pit), hypothalamus (Hyp) and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) were studied in nontreated, dexamethasone (Dex) treated and adrenalectomized (Adrex) male SD rats by the use of specific determination of rat beta-End (combination of HPLC and RIA). EA increased pain threshold and plasma beta-End with no effect on beta-End contents in Pit, Hyp and CSF. Dex did not affect control pain threshold, but tended to reduce EA-induced increase in pain threshold (EA-analgesia, EAA) and EA-induced increase in plasma beta-End. Adrex increased plasma beta-End without change in control pain threshold. Adrex tended to reduce EAA, but a tendency of further increase in plasma beta-End was observed after addition of EA. Adrex increased Pit beta-End, but no further change in Pit beta-End was observed after addition of EA. A positive correlation between plasma beta-End and plasma ACTH was observed in nontreated, Dex treated and Adrex rats. No correlation between plasma beta-End and potency of EAA was observed in nontreated, Dex treated and Adrex rats. The hind-paw pressure test without EA increased plasma beta-End to the same degree as that produced by EA, and it produced no analgesia. These results suggest that Pit beta-End may not be mainly involved in the development of EAA.